The optimization of entanglement evolution for two-mode Gaussian pure states under one-side Gaussian map is studied. Even there isn't complete information about the one-side Gaussian noisy channel, one can still maximize the entanglement distribution by testing the channel with only two specific states.
map by taking a local Gaussian unitary transformation to the mode before sent to the noisy channel.
Output entanglement of one-side Gaussian map and single-mode squeezing. Most gener-
ally, a two-mode Gaussian pure state is |g(U, V, q) = U ⊗ V |χ(q)
and |χ(q) = 1 − q 2 e qa † 1 a † 2 |00 (−1 ≤ q ≤ 1) is a two-mode squeezed state (TMSS). We define map $ as a Gaussian map which acts on one mode of the state only. A Gaussian map changes a Gaussian state to a Gaussian state only. In whatever reasonable entanglement measure, the entanglement of a Gaussian pure state in the form of Eq. (1) is uniquely determined by q. Therefore, we define the characteristic value of entanglement of the Gaussian pure state ρ(q) = |g(U, V, q) g(U, V, q)| as
On the other hand, any bipartite Gaussian pure state is fully characterized by its covariance matrix (CM). Suppose the CM of state U ⊗ V |χ(q) is
|q| 2 is uniquely determined by |A| (the determinant of the matrix A). So, to compare the entanglement of two Gaussian pure state, we only need to compare |A| value of their covariance matrices.
We start with the projection operatorT k (q α ) which acts on mode k only:
This operator has an important mathematical propertŷ
which shall be used latter in this paper. For simplicity, we sometimes omit the subscripts of states and/or operators provided that the omission does not affect the clarity.
Define the one-mode squeezed operator S(r) = e r(a † 2 −a 2 ) where r is a real number and bipartite state |ψ r (q 0 ) = I ⊗ S(r)|χ(q 0 ) . We have 
This theorem actually shows that there isn't a factorization law similar to that in 2 × 2 states for the continuous variable states, in whatever good entanglement measure. Using
Backer-Compbell-Horsdorff (BCH) formula, up to a normalization factor, we have |ψ r (q 0 ) = e . Here we have omitted the normalization factor. Since we only need the covariance matrix of state |ψ ′ , the normalization can be disregarded because it does not change the covariance matrix. The characteristic
Λᾱ T
. The entanglement in whatever measure of state |ψ ′ is a rising functional of |A| and
This is obviously a descending functional of |r|.
Upper bound of entanglement evolution. Since U ⊗ I and I ⊗ $ commute, the unitary operator U places no role in the entanglement evolution under one-side map I ⊗$, and hence we only need consider the initial state |g(I, V, q) = I ⊗ V |χ(q) = |ϕ(q) . We also define
Using Eq. (5), one easily finds |ϕ(q = q a q b ) =T (q a ) ⊗ I|ϕ(q b ) . Since the operator T (q a ) ⊗ I and the map I ⊗ $ commute, there is:
Using entanglement of formation [9, 18] , we can calculate the entanglement of the state of a Gaussian state through its optimal decomposition form [9] . Suppose ρ G (q b ) has the following optimal decomposition [9] :
Here U 1 , U 2 are two local Gaussian unitaries and ρ s is in the form
where
According to the definition of optimal decomposition [9, 18] , there don't exist any other U 1 , U 2 and positive definite functional P (β 1 , β 2 ) which can is equal to that of a TMSS |χ(q 0 ) , i.e. q 2 0 . For the Gaussian state ρ G (q b ) with its optimal decomposition of Eq. (12), we define the characteristic value of entanglement of ρ
Lemma 1. For any local Gaussian unitary U and operatorT (q a ), we can find θ, θ ′ and β
where, S(r) is a squeezing operator defined earlier, R(θ) is a rotation operator defined by
and β 1 , β 2 are related by a certain linear transformation.
Proof: Any local Gaussian unitary operator U 1 can be decomposed into the product form
This completes the proof of Eq. (14) . In the second equality above, we have used the fact T (q a ) and R(θ ′ ) commute. Also,d there is not unitary. However, using BCH formula and the vacuum state property a k |00 = 0, we can always construct a unitary operatorD(β ′ (11) and Eq. (12) with Eq. (14) we have
In the third step above we have used theorem 1 for the inequality sign. This gives rise to the second theorem:
Theorem 2. Using the entanglement formation as the entanglement measure, if the entanglement of ρ G (q b ) is equal to that of TMSS |χ(q 0 ) , the entanglement of ρ G (q = q a q b ) must be not larger than that of TMSS |χ(q a q 0 ) . Mathematically, it is to say that if |q| ≤ |q b | ≤ 1
we have
Here |ϕ(q) = I ⊗ V |χ(q) as defined earlier, V can be any Gaussian unitary operator.
Definitely, the inequality also holds if we replace |ϕ(q) by |g(U, V, q) and replace |ϕ We denote q ′ = q b /q c and |q c | < 1. We have
Here we have usedT
We have used the optimal decomposition for ρ G (q b ) in the second equality, and lemma 1 in the last equality above. Eq. (17) is one possible decomposition of the state ρ G (q ′ ), but not necessarily the optimized decompo-
On the other hand, according to theorem 2, we further obtain that E[ρ
Remark: Since here |q ′ | ≥ q b , sign ≤ should be replaced by sign ≥ in formula (16) , when q is replaced by q ′ . These two inequalities and result of (1) lead to
for any q ′ provided that |q| ≤ |q ′ | ≤ 1. Replacing symbol q ′ above by symbol q ′′ , we have another equation. Comparing these two equations we conclude corollary 1.
Lemma 2:
Given any Gaussian unitaries U, V , we have
Here |φ + is the maximally entangled state defined as the simultaneous eigenstate of position differencex 1 −x 2 and momentum sump 1 +p 2 , with both eigenvalues being 0. Also, when q = 1, the state |χ(q) = |φ + . We shall use the following fact.
Fact 1: For any local Gaussian unitary operators U and V , we can always find another
Gaussian unitary operator V so that
Proof: Any local Gaussian unitary operator can be decomposed into the product form of
For the maximally TMSS |φ + we have S(r) ⊗ S(r)|φ + = |φ + , for, the both sides are the simultaneous eigenstates of position difference and momentum sum, with both eigenvalues being 0. This also means S(r) ⊗ I|φ
. This completes the proof of Eq. (20) . If the equality sign in formula (16) holds, we can apply corollary 1 of theorem 2 through replacing q b by 1 and
On the other hand, by using theorem 2 and
where ρ G (q ′ ) = I ⊗ $(|g(I, V, q ′ ) g(I, V, q ′ )|) as defined earlier, {V ′ } is the set containing all single-mode Gaussian unitary transformations. The equality holds for any q ′ provided that the equality of formula(16) holds for two specific values q, q b and |q ′ | ≥ |q|. We arrive at the following major conclusion of this Letter:
Major conclusion: Suppose that we have a TMSS |χ(q ′ ) . We want to maximize the entanglement distribution over a one-side Gaussian map I ⊗ $ by taking local Gaussian unitary operation I ⊗ V ′ before entanglement distribution. Although we don't have complete information of the map I ⊗ $, it's still possible for us to find out a specific Gaussian unitary operation V so that the entanglement distribution is maximized over all V ′ , for an initial state |χ(q ′ ) with any |q ′ | ≥ |q|, as long as we can find two specific values |q b | > |q|, such that the equality sign in formula (16) holds. Obviously, the conclusion is also correct for any initial state which is a Gaussian pure state.
The conclusion actually says that, in verifying that V can maximize the entanglement distribution for all initial states {|χ(q ′ ) ||q ′ | ≥ |q|}, we only need to verify the equality sign of formula (16) 
In an experiment, we can take, e.g., q = 0.02 and q b = 0.5, testing with many different V we should find that the equality sign in formula (16) can hold with V =S(u 2 = u 3 ) . Our major conclusion is verified if we can find that the same V =S(u 3 ) always maximizes the output entanglement for any input state |χ(q ′ ) provided that |q ′ | ≥ 0.02. Numerical calculation is shown in the following figure. The numerical example with q=2/3, θ=π/6, b3=1, u3=3.
The squeezing factor u2. In summary, we present an upper bound of the entanglement evolution of a 2-mode Gaussian pure state under one-side Gaussian map. We show that one can maximize the entanglement distribution over an unknown one-side Gaussian noisy channel by testing the channel with only two specific states. An experimental scheme is proposed. Appendix. Details of the proof of Eq. (7) . We will use the following lemma. 
